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What's New

New Zabbix release candidates are out. Feel free to download and test

Zabbix 4.0.14rc1, Zabbix 4.2.8rc1, and Zabbix 4.4.1rc1. Make sure that

you have already explored what's new in Zabbix 4.4.

Zabbix Blog is updated with case studies, and various technical posts,

based on the #ZabbixSeries videos. Read now.

Zabbix Summit 2019: How it Was

It was an honor for us to meet Zabbix enthusiasts from 48 countries, gathered together

by the idea of excellent monitoring.

We are always happy to welcome the Zabbix community in Riga, share our experience,

and exchange ideas. We are so motivated now to make the 10th anniversary Zabbix

Summit 2020 as great as we can.

Note that presentation slides and videos from the event are already published.

Pictures from the hall and parties will be available soon.

Deploy Zabbix in the Cloud

Zabbix can be easily deployed as a container or as a ready to use image for various

cloud providers: AWS, Azure, Digital Ocean, Docker. Watch the full introduction of

the new possibilities, provided by Zabbix Business Development Director, Sergey

Sorokin, during the Zabbix Summit 2019.

Meet Zabbix

Open Source Monitoring Conference 2019 (Nov 4-7)

The Open Source Monitoring Conference is the premier worldwide

professional event focused on Open Source monitoring solutions.

Dmitry Lambert, Senior Zabbix trainer, and a technical support engineer

will provide a speech about on-board diagnostics monitoring and alerting

with Zabbix.

Red Hat Forum 2019 Warsaw

Red Hat Forum opens the latest and best technologies of cloud

computing, platforms, containers, virtualization, middleware, and

management of open source systems.

Alexey Petrov, senior Zabbix trainer and a technical support engineer will

provide a speech about Zabbix as an effective monitoring tool for all IT

infrastructure.

HighLoad++ 2019 (Nov 7-8)

HighLoad is the biggest professional conference for highload system

developers. This year it will be the 13th conference gathering over 2700

participants to cover various web-development issues.

Zabbix for sure will stand for monitoring, showing the usability and new

opportunities.

All Zabbix events

Upcoming Training Courses

China, Oct 28-Nov 1

Latvia, Oct 30-Nov 1

Belgium, Nov 4-8

Czech Republic, Nov 4-8

USA, Nov 4-8

Spain, Nov 4-13

Germany, Nov 4

Poland, Nov 4-6

Germany, Nov 5-14

ONLINE (DE), Nov 8

The Netherlands, Nov 11-15

Germany, Nov 11-15

USA, Nov 11-15

Argentina, Nov 11-15

ONLINE (EN), Nov 14

Get more details

Upcoming Webinars

Oct 29: What's New in Zabbix 4.4

(EN/RU)

Oct 30: Monitoring of Docker with Zabbix

through Kubernetes (EN/RU)

Oct 31: Advanced problem detection with

Zabbix (EN/RU)

Nov 5: Zabbix performance tuning: 100K

of checks per second on a single server

(EN/RU)

Nov 7: IInstall Zabbix in 5 minutes

(EN/RU)

Nov 7: O que há de novo no Zabbix 4.2?

(PT)
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Oct 31: Zabbix 4.0: Instalação do Zabbix

4.2 (PT)
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